
10 - 1971 

Dear harold, 

Sorry to disappoint, but I don't take my notes on phone interviews 
by hand. I always use a typewriter. I'm plugged into a telephone 
headset with a typewriter in front of me. All I would have would be 
typed notes which could have been done by anyone. 

1811 be more than glad to provide any informational material I can, 
but you must realize that I'm am one of the people on this paper who 
has been fighting to protect our notes and photographs from use by 
outside sourse primarily court matters. You, of course, are welcome to 
anything I have and am at liberty to give out, but it gets very sticky 
if anything I have done personally which was not printed gets into 
legal matters. 

1.1■••■• 

I may end up on a II talk show on Nov. 22 on local radio if I can swing 
it. Problems are clearing it with my brass here and the station (WBBM*FM) 
thing is still most tentative. (Take note Big Brother) 

Nixon was in town last night and I was one of the babysitters. We have 
to assign at least four or five people in case their is an attempt. 
Spiro and Bob Hope were here too so it was prime group. I've never seen 
security quite so tight. Police were very up tight. The police Red Squad 
had out the full crew-- film, still cameras and recorders. 

Jim just called about giving me something to break. he said he might 
be able to do it through J. Anderson. I would like story, of course, 

__but know I can't guarantee how big we would play it. Anderson would be 
guarantUed good play if he wants it. 

Just a quick note. Good luck with getting you know what out of you know... 
By the way if you should get a somewhat odd letter from me, please 
disregard, I'm going to make a little test. 

I'll try to come up with some people in the field who can be trusted 
in other parts of the country. 

Good luck, regards. 



1113/61 

Dear Larry, 

It is awful to be so broke that tilt thoughtfulness of a stamped envelooe warns 
the cockles.. .Thanks. 

One of the reasons I phoned you yes Uerday is covered in your 3..,:.;';or of the 10, 
;hcih didn't come until today. It answers the question of tut.: notes. I 	fa:Ailar with the 
practise you use, altiough u 1 i:of day in ,tout .trade it was 	different. .:;o such 
possibilities. the earphone was a separate piece, and which it required lit le shill to hold, 
it notched. in the acromium, doin,; that and typing was iupossible. The hea,...phon,.. 110.3 
tiliag no paper than had. 

have y.)u given any thought to the position in „Filch I will b..,  if he talzs? 
then groin; to 	to check out a few leads on which i'u not really hoo.fu3., but it must 
be done, si I do. I presume thot although you. ilako no ref., you tuabloo. 	the ololificance 
of the eo.d of the interview. I didn kno,i it was by phone, by the way. 

The other purpose was because I tIlked to an old. 'friend yesterday, —arty Singer, 
editor of Saida. They are working on their own story on the CIAts doneotic orations (did you 
not in mount hoover stuf that Dulles  was used in southern/racial uatters?).

pe 
 If it falls, 

they can bo intrested ill t e 11,..,12V story and particularly in what ties it to the agency, 
ilk.. the states an,: tapes .1.x.lave. I'm still 	-;() share, as we CI.L.ous:.3ed., (von if you 
add. nothini. iiarty may be able to use exposes your folks won't go for. 212/456-0600. Use - 
1•:ly nano, for we are friends. 

Agreed on the sanctity of sources. 	only point an the only planned use is persuasion 
of the bird whose cage is not Gilded. .,iothing else. 

If your papers uses anything on 11/22, when 	probably be in 	not yet in 
Dallas, I think you can do better than i''1-i. Docon't your paper have promo poople?If you are 
a free a&nt on this, and if you say anything in. your writing, phone Alan i.doldey..at  
tell him I sugg.;sted it. iie is a very decant man, knows the condition... of his 3.11 orofessional 
life, alio. -won't string yogi. along. dut ho can give you a bother audience auL - they feed some 
of their Al-; news toother stations. 	 ' 

;axon—threats—security. It is hard. tG iagine anyone oresenting 1 7.i 	roal danger, 
because the loft doesn't go for this kind of thing, except ::.aybe for a few 	the Llost 
extreme, but i wouldu'r want to be the Secret Service on such deals for anything. It is not 
1...possiblo that th. phoned. 'threat" was arnanged. Your iced Squad is the victim of its own 
prootnwida ano  Lidoctrination. 'they do not rc,arijr understand. the left, any Dart of it. If -they 
do, they are the first cops of whoa I've hearck who u.o, except for 	 few 1n tn.,. lowest 
ranco never listened. to. They pulled a groat one durin the 	convention, by the way. 
.2hey paid all the filly processors to ruin TV film. I think dill outpaid thou and got uest 
of theirs back and good. 

Jim told rie about :That he hoped to feed .•nderson, but I forgot what it is. ,'Indorson 
ib.hing op on this subject and. crewed no on :ay book, coating :-.Le tine, coney ao.e possibilities 
elsewhere whoa Liy publofther 11724 coaitted :•-to to a never—useJ ezclueive. I can't even got 

o',a state back! 

Chock on test. But don't allow anything boraering on paranoia to inhibit you. .**t is a 
kind of into/ actual castration. 	you have no secrets 	do your thing, The only 
r,:A..1 concern es where others can be hurt. Then you shouL!. be circt.1:soect. 

Best, 



• 

Nov. 10, 1971 

Nar Harold, 

Sorry to disappoint, but I don't take my notes on phone interviews 
by hand. I always use a typewriter. I'm plugged into a telephone 
headset with a typewriter in front of me. All I would have would be 
typed notes which could have been done by anyone. 

1811 be more than glad to provide any informational material I can, 
but you must realize that I'm am one of the people on this paper who 
has been fighting to protect our notes and photographs from use by 
outside sourse primarily court matters. You, of course, are welcome to 
anything I have and am at liberty to give out, but it gets very sticky 
if anything I have done personally which was not printed gets into 
legal matters. 

I may end up on a 1 talk show on Nov. 22 on local radio if I can swing 
it. Problems are clearing it with my brass here and the station (WBBM*FM) 
thing is still most tentative. (Take note Big Brother) 

Nixon was in town last night and I was one of the babysitters. We have 
to assign at least four or five people in case their is an attempt. 
Spiro and Bob Hope were here too so it was prime group. I've never seen 
security quite so tight. Police were very up tight. The police Red Squad 
had out the full crew-- film, still cameras and recorders. 

Jim just called about giving me something to break. he said he might 
be able to do it through J. Anderson. I would like story, of course, 
but know I can't guarantee how big we would play it. Anderson would be 
guaranteed good play if he wants it. 

Just a quick note. Good luck with getting you know what out of you know... 
By the way if you should get a somewhat odd letter from me, please 
disregard, I'm going to make a little test. 

I'll try to come up with some people in the field who can be trusted 
in other parts of the country. 

Good luck, regards. 

eta, 


